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Evangeline eight or nine days before. And regardless of the
tragedy of the previous day he found himself regretting her
acutely.
For nearly two weeks she had subjected him to a regime of
unprecedented mental massage, she had anointed him with
flattery and endearment, and abruptly he was exposed to this
cold and disillusioning world again. And the affair of yesterday
was taking on a new appearance. Whatever happened he'd
had it and done it. He was a, man. He no longer peeped and
peered at the girls and women going by. Their last secret was
his. He looked at them appraisingly. But none of them, he
realised, was quite like Evangeline. And the very violence aid
extravagance of his reaction against her made him feel he
had by no means finished with her.
What was to be done about it ? Walk about a bit. Have a
look at the shops down Regent Street. Get a snack somewhere.
Wait for something to happen.
In the afternoon he had an unanticipated visitor.
He answered the door expecting only some tradesman's
call, and discovered a short but upstanding young man
in a jauntily cocked bowler hat, an extremely neat black
jacket, cheerful herring-bone trousers, and a bright bow tie
that harmonised beautifully with a blue shirt and collar and
matched exactly with the corner of a handkerchief that
projected from the breast-pocket. The face was also up-'
standing, so to speak, clean-shaven, with alert brown eyes,
a pug nose and a large oblique mouth ready to smile. A
pink carnation in his button hole enhanced his cheerfulness.
By Edward Albert's standards this was an excessively well-
dressed person. Hp opened the door wider.
The visitor neighed.  He produced a loud dear lingering
key. Then he spoke. '* Mr Tewler ? " he said.
" You want to see me ? " said Edward Albert.
" Guessed it in one," said the visitor. " May I come in ? M
Edward Albert stood aside to admit him.
** I didn't catch your name,** he said. " If it*s business	"
He remembered some recent instructions of Evangeline.
"Ifyou'appen to have a card. . . .**

